
Compensating 
the ‘Stolen Generation’
Sam  G a rk a w e

The Federal Government’s 
refusal to compensate the 
stolen generation is an 
abdication of responsibility.
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One o f the bleakest chapters in Australia’s history concerns the ‘stolen 
generation’ —  Indigenous children who were forcibly separated from 
their families due to the laws and policies o f Australian Governments 
from early colonial times right up until the 1970s. Their stories, and the 
stories o f all the families and communities that suffered as a result, are 
emotionally and sympathetically illustrated in Bringing them  H om e: 
N ational Inquiry into the Separation  o f  A borig in al an d  Torres S trait 
Islander Children from  their Fam ilies (the Report), which was tabled 
in Federal Parliament in late May. This Report by the Human Rights 
and Equal Opportunity Commission links many of the present problems 
of Indigenous Australians —  such as high rates o f alcoholism, unem
ployment, imprisonment, health difficulties, and family violence —  
with the stolen generation. It attracted much publicity, political com
ment and controversy, particularly with respect to the issues o f genocide 
and an official apology by the Federal Government.

This article will focus on the important issue o f compensation. At 
the time o f writing, the Commonwealth has yet to reply in detail to the 
recommendations contained in the Report. It did, however, rule out 
compensation even prior to the Report’s tabling in Parliament.1 The 
arguments in favour of compensation throughout this article will show  
that the Government’s response is inadequate and inappropriate, and 
represents an abdication of responsibility by the Federal Government.

Arguments in favour of an administrative 
compensation scheme

M onetary compensation is im portant fo r  many o f  the stolen  
generation

One of the major findings of the Report is that given the damaging 
effects of the forced removal policies on past, present and future 
generations o f Indigenous peoples (Part 3), all o f those negatively 
affected are entitled to ‘reparation’. This word is interpreted broadly to 
include remedies such as acknowledgment and apology; guarantees 
against repetition; restitution for loss o f land and culture; rehabilitation 
and monetary compensation.2 Monetary compensation must thus be 
understood in the context o f constituting only one component o f repa
ration; yet it is one that cannot be dismissed in favour o f others. Some 
have argued that money is not the answer for the stolen generation, who 
primarily need an apology, rehabilitation and counselling services. 
Certain newspaper editorials have also contended that monetary com
pensation may be counterproductive as it detracts from these other 
remedies.3

Yet no-one has suggested that money alone can solve all problems. 
Monetary compensation should be seen as part of an overall package of 
measures; but nevertheless an essential part o f this package. Indigenous 
people are clearly the most disadvantaged group in Australia, and many
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of the stolen generation are even more disadvantaged due to 
the circumstances of their childhood. A  sum of money may 
thus make a significant difference to their lives, and in this 
respect an apology alone does not suffice.4

Furthermore, in a materialistic society such as Australia a 
monetary award is probably the best form of acknow
ledgment that any government can provide. It represents a 
societal recognition in a very public manner that a wrong has 
been committed, and I believe that this can have a significant 
positive psychological effect on recipients. Anecdotal evi
dence suggests that crime victims benefit psychologically 
from a victim compensation award, and by analogy, this 
should also be true in respect o f the stolen generation.

Courts not appropriate m echanism  to determ ine 
com pensation

Many people are under the misconception that the choice is 
to compensate or not to compensate. This is simply not true. 
The real choice is whether compensation will take place via 
our court system, or by an administrative scheme as advo
cated by the Report. Presently in Australia there are some
where in the vicinity o f 1500 writs that have been or are about 
to be issued on behalf o f plaintiffs who constitute some of 
the stolen generation,5 and this may be just the tip of the 
iceberg. The recent failure of the case of K ruger & B ray v the 
Com m onw ealth  (1997) 146 ALR 126 in the High Court is 
only a minor set-back for these plaintiffs. It must be remem
bered that this was a controversial High Court constitutional 
challenge and, given the current political climate, including 
attacks on judicial activism, it was not surprising that it failed. 
However, most lawsuits on behalf o f the stolen generation 
will be seeking damages and other remedies in respect o f a 
multitude o f common law actions (depending on each indi
vidual case) which are largely unrelated to constitutional 
issues. Examples of such actions are negligence, assault, 
false imprisonment, breach o f fiduciary duty, breach o f statu
tory duties and misfeasance in public office. In many in
stances, there may well be significant statute of limitations 
problems for claimants. However, while it is beyond the 
scope o f this article to discuss the likelihood o f success o f 
such lawsuits, it is conceivable that at least one or more of 
these common law actions will succeed in a reasonable 
number o f cases.

The use o f the court system as an alternative to an admin
istrative compensation scheme is deficient from a number of 
perspectives. First, some court actions will succeed and 
others will not due to technical defences (including statutes 
of limitations) and the attitude o f the particular judge hearing 
the case, rather than the actual merits o f the claimant’s case. 
From this viewpoint, the court system can be seen as arbitrary 
and unfair, leading to inconsistent results. Second, the daunt
ing nature o f legal proceedings will eventuate in many of the 
stolen generation being reluctant to take action. In all likeli
hood, these will be the most deserving. Third, the court 
system has proven time and time again to be insensitive to 
the needs o f Indigenous people, and is thus culturally inap
propriate to hear the claims o f the stolen generation. Finally, 
the cost o f court proceedings (remembering the current state 
of legal aid), the inconvenience and the time spent on the case 
will also result in many deserving claimants not being able 
or willing to proceed.

A n adm inistrative tribunal — the suitable m echanism

On the other hand, an appropriate administrative style tribu
nal can overcome many o f the above difficulties. Successful

victim compensation tribunals (such as in NSW ) could be 
used as a model for a ‘stolen generation tribunal’. Such 
victim compensation tribunals were established with the 
following ideals in mind (at least in theory): informality, a 
non-adversarial environment, simplicity, support services for 
victims as part o f the tribunal structure, tribunal members 
selected for their understanding and sensitivity to victims, no 
formal rules o f evidence and optional hearings at the request 
of the victim. If such principles were incorporated into a 
‘stolen generation tribunal’, this should result in the tribunal 
being more culturally sensitive to Indigenous claimants than 
the courts. Indigenous participation in the formation and 
structure of the tribunal would also help in this regard.

I f  victims o f  crim e are entitled to com pensation, why not 
the stolen generation?
Compensation schemes for victims of crime exist in every 
jurisdiction in Australia. Although they vary in many aspects, 
the basic principle is that every victim of a violent crime in 
Australia is entitled to a government guaranteed monetary 
award. What is the justification for the stolen generation not 
also being entitled to compensation? Is it because the trauma 
of being a victim of violent crime is greater than that o f being 
taken away from one’s family and culture for most o f one’s 
life and placed in an institution? These are all, o f course, 
highly traumatic events, and it is difficult to say that one set 
of events is automatically more traumatic than the other —  
each will depend on individual circumstances.

It is submitted that one of the most important reasons why 
the community is prepared to compensate one set o f people, 
while it is reluctant to compensate another, can be explained 
in terms of the difference in the legal profession’s perceptions 
o f criminal law as compared to family law. This is most 
clearly shown by the gendered way in which legal aid funds 
are divided. Following the High Court’s ruling in D ietrich  
(1992) 111 CLR 292, which stated that indigent defendants 
charged with a ‘serious’ criminal offence should have legal 
representation unless exceptional circumstances apply, legal 
aid funds have had to be diverted from family law matters 
(which mainly benefit women) to criminal law matters 
(mainly benefiting males). This is based on the questionable 
assumption, strongly criticised by some writers and judges,6 
that potential loss of liberty is more important than the 
potential loss o f one’s children. This is fairly typical o f a more 
general assumption that criminal law issues are more impor
tant than family law issues.7 On this basis, it is not surprising 
that victims of criminal acts are provided with compensation, 
whereas victims of the destruction o f one’s family, such as 
the stolen generation, are not.

Furthermore, when we analyse who presently receives 
compensation in Australia, we can see that it is mainly males 
who benefit. In particular, victim compensation schemes tend 
to have more male than women applicants,8 and it is also claimed 
that the schemes disadvantage women applicants.9 Workers 
compensation schemes are also likely to favour men .10 A  
scheme to compensate the stolen generation, where the em
phasis is on families and children, does not seem to attract 
the same societal consensus as other compensation schemes 
which, perhaps, encompass more o f the male paradigm.

Victimology
The discipline o f victimology has achieved much recognition 
in recent years. While there are still many debates amongst 
victimologists as to who exactly should be defined as ‘vic
tims’, an international consensus o f sorts arose when the
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United Nations General Assembly agreed in 1985 to the 
D eclara tion  o f  B asic P rin cip les o f  Justice f o r  Victims o f  
Crim e an d  the A buse o f  P o w er  (the UN Declaration). This 
was a significant milestone in the history o f victimology. The 
title o f the U N  Declaration indicates that victimology should 
consist o f the study o f both crime victims and victims of 
abuse o f power. Because most removals o f Indigenous chil
dren were carried out with the sanction o f the law, the act o f 
removal per se could not be construed to be a crime against 
prevailing Australian law. Thus, the stolen generation do not 
constitute crime victims, with the important exception of 
those children who were abused while in a children’s home 
or in foster placement.

The stolen generation are more likely to be considered as 
victims o f abuse o f power, as defined in Clause 18 o f the UN  
Declaration. This states that abuse o f power victims are 
‘persons who ... have suffered harm ... through acts or 
omissions that do not yet constitute violations o f national 
criminal laws but o f internationally recognized norms relat
ing to human rights’. The question that needs to be answered 
in the case o f the stolen generation is whether any norm of 
international human rights law was violated at the time the 
removal o f children took place. The Report argued that at the 
time of the removal o f Indigenous children after 1948 the 
com m only accepted international human rights norms 
against genocide and systematic racial discrimination were 
breached. Other international human rights norms could also 
have been mentioned. For example, the prohibition against 
slavery, which would have applied to the stolen generation in 
some situations, and which was outlawed early in the 19th 
century. Even more important is the modern human rights 
requirement that the state protect ‘the family’, embodied in 
Article 16(3) o f the U niversal D eclara tion  o f  Human Rights 
and Article 23(1) o f the In ternational C ovenant on C ivil and  
P olitica l R igh ts . Once it is established that the stolen genera
tion are abuse o f power victims, we should note that Clause 
19 o f the U N  Declaration urges States to ‘consider’ the 
provision o f ‘restitution and/or compensation’ for abuse of 
power victims.

There are other important reasons why victimology can be 
used to assert that abuse o f power victims be compensated to 
the same extent as crime victims. First, they suffer similar 
types o f losses, such as post-traumatic stress disorder, as 
those suffered by crime victims. In many cases they may 
suffer greater psychological loss due to the state actually 
sanctioning their victimisation. Second, it would not be 
within the spirit o f the UN Declaration to give preference to 
one type o f victim over another. As it was a deliberate 
decision to include both types o f victims in the one Declara
tion ,11 the UN Declaration must be read as a whole. Third, 
many State and Territory Governments have been very sup
portive o f crime victims, and have used the existence of the 
UN Declaration to justify legislation such as the Victims 
R ights A c t 1996  (NSW ), the Crim inal Offences Victims A ct 
1995  (Qld) and the Victims o f  Crim e A c t 1996  (ACT). Aus
tralia (particularly the former South Australian Government) 
was one o f the UN Declaration’s foremost advocates when it 
was first discussed in the United Nations. It would be hypo
critical for Australian Governments, having supported some 
parts o f the UN Declaration, not to support those parts of the 
UN Declaration that refer to abuse o f power victims. Finally, 
the main justifications normally provided for the provision 
of government-funded compensation to crime victims, such 
as the strict liability theory, social welfare theory, and the

equal protection theory,12 are equally applicable to abuse of  
power victims.

M oral and ethical argum ents

Establishing an administrative compensation scheme would 
go a long way towards reinstituting the reconciliation proc
ess and be a definitive signal to the community that racism 
and bigotry will not prevail over what is fundamentally just. 
Furthermore, if  the tribunal was constituted in the manner 
suggested above, it would represent a compassionate re
sponse to the harm suffered by the stolen generation, and its 
overwhelming effect on past, present and future Indigenous 
society and culture.

A related argument is that because the removal o f Indige
nous children violated prevailing international human rights 
norms (see above), and international law provides for mone
tary remedies to victims o f such violations,13 the Federal 
Government is thus bound under international law to provide 
compensation for the stolen generation. This is again more 
of a moral argument, as no legal consequences normally 
follow a violation o f international law, except on the rare 
occasions when the United Nations decides to take positive 
action against a recalcitrant nation. Such a scenario is un
likely to occur with respect to a failure to compensate the 
stolen generation. Furthermore, under Australian law there 
are no binding remedies14 against a government for individu
als who are victims o f a violation o f international law by that 
government.

A final argument is that a failure by the Federal Govern
ment to provide compensation will result in the deterioration 
of Australia’s international standing and reputation. This is 
particularly so as Indigenous people are increasingly turning 
towards international forums to protest what they see as the 
loss o f their rights and continued breaches o f international 
law principles by Australia.

Arguments against the establishment of an 
administrative compensation scheme
Federal Governm ent not responsible
It is true that, with the exception o f removals that occurred 
in the Northern Territory prior to self-government and in the 
other Australian Territories, it is State Governments that 
were responsible for the removal o f Indigenous children. 
This makes them primarily liable at law. However, while not 
suggesting that State Governments might not make a contri
bution to the administrative compensation scheme, I would 
argue that it should be a Federal Government responsibility. 
Given the national dimensions o f the issues, any other ap
proach is fragmentary, unacceptable and arbitrary, and a 
denial o f our ability to act as one nation on an issue o f such 
fundamental importance. If reconciliation is to become a 
reality, responses to important Indigenous issues must come 
primarily at the Commonwealth level.

Adm inistrative tribunal too costly

In economic rationalist times, naturally considerations of 
cost will be important. However, the cost o f any administra
tive tribunal must be offset against the cost o f compensation 
via the court system and the cost o f the damage to the 
reconciliation process and to Australia’s international stand
ing. Keeping this in mind, there are ways to keep down the 
costs o f any proposed tribunal. One might place an overall 
limit on individual claims, which is precisely the approach 
of all victim compensation schemes in Australia. The total
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payments could also be capped, preferably subject to mean
ingful negotiations with representatives of the stolen genera
tion.

The Report recommended that the category o f claimants 
should be confined to the stolen generation themselves —  the 
removed children, and not others who may also have suffered 
loss (see below). Once a person establishes their eligibility, 
then a fixed amount would automatically be awarded (rec
ommendation 18, p.312). This would have the advantages of 
limiting the costs o f the tribunal; creating certainty for both 
claimants and the Government; efficiency and speed, due to 
the lack o f legal arguments about quantum; and most impor
tantly, consistency. Furthermore, it was also recommended 
that civil claims could still be pursued by those who think 
that the fixed amount is particularly unjust in light o f their 
particular circumstances (recommendation 20, p.313). This 
approach may not be entirely satisfactory, as to allow either 
one fixed sum or the use o f civil courts may encourage too 
many claimants to opt for the civil courts, which would 
negate the point o f a separate administrative tribunal. Per
haps a better approach might be to empower the tribunal to 
award three or four levels o f compensation, depending on 
clear and specified criteria o f levels o f harm caused by the 
removal. Such an approach is more flexible, but still retains 
enough certainty to meet the concerns of arbitrariness and 
inconsistency.

Too m any problem s o f  proof, an d  problem s relating to 
entitlem ent an d  assessm ent

Victim compensation schemes in Australia also have defini
tional problems, proof problems, and in schemes where no 
fixed amounts o f compensation are specified, problems in 
quantifying awards. Yet nobody argues that as a result of 
these problems crime victims should not be compensated. 
The Report provides solutions to each o f the above concerns. 
For instance, where records o f removal have been destroyed, 
but a person is able to make out a credible case that they are 
a member o f the stolen generation and suffered loss as a 
result, then it recommends that the onus o f proof should 
switch to the government to show that this was not in fact the 
case, or that the removal was in the best interests of the child 
(Report, p.312). W hile the Report in Part 3 details the nega
tive effects o f removal and/or reunion on Indigenous com
munities, the extended family and the children o f the stolen 
generation, and on foster parents, it does not recommend that 
these categories o f people be entitled to monetary compen
sation.15 Instead, it argues that money awards should be 
confined only to the removed children who can show they 
suffered loss as a result o f the removal (recommendation 18, 
p.312).

Finally, if  fixed amounts o f compensation were not to be 
used, difficulties in quantifying loss o f the stolen generation 
should not, to any significant extent, be greater than it is for 
crime victims or in common law tortious claims. The Report 
recommended that compensation be paid to the stolen gen
eration in respect o f their pain and suffering, economic loss 
and loss o f opportunities (such as the opportunity to be party 
to a native title claim) (recommendation 14, p.304). These 
are similar to typical heads o f damage available to plaintiffs 
in common law tort actions. Furthermore, difficulties o f  
quantification have never been a bar to an award o f damages 
in either tort or contract law.

Non-Indigenous stolen children equally en titled to  
compensation?
It is true that many non-Indigenous children were also ‘sto
len’ from their families. The most common example is the 
many single mothers in the socially conservative 1950s and 
1960s who were coerced into giving up their babies.

While these ‘stolen’ children may also have valid claims 
to compensation, I would argue that the fact that the stolen 
generation consisted o f Indigenous children places their 
claims on a different qualita tive  scale. This is because the 
additional factors o f racism and Australia’s colonialist his
tory give their stories and claims a completely extra dimen
sion. This is also reflected by the list o f the heads o f damage 
for compensation the Report recommends, which includes 
matters such as loss o f cultural rights, racial discrimination 
and loss o f native title rights (recommendation 14, p.304). 
While some of these types o f damage may have been appli
cable to non-Indigenous separations, clearly not all were. 
Another obvious difference is that for the stolen generation 
it did not matter if their family was intact; children were 
subject to removal anyway. Compare this to the above exam
ple —  the pre-condition for removal o f non-Indigenous 
children was the absence o f the father.

These important differences justify a different approach 
to compensation for the stolen generation than for non-In- 
digenous children. In the case of the latter, recourse to the 
regular legal system should be sufficient, whereas in the case 
of the stolen generation a specialist compensation regime is 
required.

Too many tribunals already
Some may contend that the creation o f yet another specialist 
tribunal will further fracture the justice system, leading to a 
possible loss o f accountability and greater inconsistency of 
decisions. While this argument is not without some merit, the 
counter to it is that there are some areas o f the justice system  
that require specialist knowledge and sensitivity, and perhaps 
a less formal approach. It is clear that the kind o f sensitivity 
and cultural appropriateness required o f a ‘stolen generation 
tribunal’ does mean that there is a strong case for a separate 
forum of justice in this instance.

Compensating pa st wrongs would open the \ flood  ga tes9 
to many areas o f  Federal Governm ent liability
This argument was dismissed by the Report on the basis that 
the past wrongs in question involved fundamental breaches 
of human rights which distinguished them from other wrong
ful policies (p.307). Another answer to this argument is 
that the Indigenous character o f the stolen generation makes 
the wrongs committed against them qualitatively different 
(see above) from other wrongs, thus requiring a special 
response.

Compensation would create fu rth er social division

The Federal Government has argued that the payment of 
compensation to the stolen generation may in fact worsen 
racial tensions in Australian society. For example, some in 
the community may claim that such payments represent 
racial discrimination in reverse. This is not really an argu
ment against compensation; rather it actually shows the need 
for greater awareness and understanding o f Indigenous suf
fering and disadvantage caused by centuries of prejudice and 
neglect. Racists in the community will o f course never be 
convinced that any benefits for Indigenous people are worth
while. The Report also quite rightly states (at p.307) that
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reparations are essential to the reconciliation process, that 
gross breaches o f human rights should not be trivialised, and 
the obligation under international law to make reparations in 
such circumstances should not be ignored.

Conclusion
Ultimately, whether the stolen generation are compensated 
in a manner which is compassionate and appropriate will be 
one of the biggest tests o f the moral fibre of Australian society 
as we approach the next century and 100 years of nationhood. 
Only an administrative compensation scheme, as suggested 
in this article and in the Report, w ill suffice to achieve this 
end.
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if  not heeded will potentially (in the future) automatically 
result in the offer of a pre-payment in lieu of disconnection. 
At present the companies are required to gain the approval 
of the Regulator-General to make the ‘offer’. The attitude of 
the regulator w ill matter very much. There is no doubt about 
how attractive these kinds o f meters are to electricity com
panies and how much pressure will be brought to bear on the 
regulator to make certain that non-compliance on the part of 
a customer is grounds for an ‘automatic’ offer o f a pre-pay
ment meter. The SECV management also wanted these me
ters but back in the old days the check and balance was 
provided by politically vulnerable Ministers having to re
spond to public pressure. The regulator, as a government 
appointee, is not subject to public approval in the same way.

Pre-payment meters (being literally pre-payment —  not 
‘pay as you go ’ as the electricity companies like to promote 
them) effectively privatise the act o f disconnection, curtail
ing a socially informed collective response to poverty.

Poor Victorian households face a dual threat of continuing 
high prices and the erosion o f concessions. The Victorian 
Government provides somewhere between 30 and 40 million 
dollars a year in energy aid grants for households. There are 
indications that this funding is under threat even though 
demand for aid has grown. Ernst and Webber make the 
observation that in Britain the panoply o f procedural rights 
did not provide the solution to the fundamental problem of 
fuel or water poverty.7

Conclusion
The Victorian electricity reforms provide a privatisation case 
study capable of demonstrating how democratic rights have 
taken a back seat to a more limited form of consumer rights. 
Victorian households have lost any real control over the price 
they pay for their electricity and over the quality o f supply. 
Further, they may have more clearly delineated procedural 
rights for things such as disconnection, but non-existent or 
inadequate monitoring and enforcement downgrade the 
value of these gains. In moving from service delivery based 
on a notion of rights, informed by ideas o f democracy, to a 
consumption relationship, Victorians are losing the ability to 
achieve a socially informed collective response to problems 
such as poverty.
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